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ABSTRACT 
The objective of m h  in aabsavoehtici at the NASA 
Langley R u e m h  Cenm is to enhance the n & i h g ,  analysis, 
and multidisciplinary design methodologies for obtaining 
multifunction &gia control systems for application to flexible 
flight vehicles. This paper discusses recent rocomplishmtnu 
andpnsenuasmtus onsomecurrentrrivitieswithinthe 
Auoscrvoeluticity%nch. In the area of modeling. 
impmvrmenu to the Minimum-Smte Mnhod dapproximrting 
unsteady aerodynamics arc shown to provide p d s e .  low- 
rcrorervoelastic models for design and simulation actiwtks. 
Recess Theory to prwide e f f i e n t  and dmct @ctions of the 
critical gust profile and the timecomlated gust loads for linear 
structural design considerations are also discussed. Two 
dprojects leading towards imp& design methodology 
arc simmprized The first p r o v  is developing an integrated 
strucmc/conCrol design capabilty based on hierarchicat problem 
decomposition. multilevel optimization and analytical 
sensitivities. The second program provides procedures for 
obtaining low-ordcr, robust digital control laws for aeroclastic 
applications In temrr of methodology validadon and application 
the cunent activities associated with the Active Aexible Wing 
project are micwcd. 
Analydcalmcthob~~MaochCdFil~TheoryandRMdom 
INTRODUCTION 
Auosmoelasticity (ASE) is a multidisciplinary tkhnology 
dealing with the interactions of an aircraft's control system and 
its flexible SDUCN~C. Accurate representations of the flexible 
smictwe. the steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on 
the structure. and the flight control system arc required to 
provide predictions of ASE interactions and to design active 
control systems for flexible vehicle application. There has been 
much p r o m  by m y  -hers to numerous to reference in 
the last few years that demonstrated the usefulness of active 
controls technology for favorably modifying the aeroclastic 
response characteristics of flight vehicles. nKse demonsfrations 
promise significant enhancements in aircraft performance and 
stability while reducing saucnual weight. It is apparent that the 
future will demand high gain control systems and flexible 
suuctuns two ingdients Rquiring significant interdisciplinary 
connquniccrtion not only to avoid adverse ASE interactions but 
also to malcc muimum usc of pmmising technology. 
To prepare for the future. the Aeroservoelasticity Branch 
(ASEB) of the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) has 
been performing mwiich which addresses four main objectives 
(Figure 1). These include activities 1) to improve 
aeroservoelastic modeling and analysis procedures. 2) to 
develop methodologies for integrating srmctuml and control 
design functions, 3) to validate new so f twm developments 
through comparisons with experiment, and 4) to apply ASE 
methods on advanced NASA and DOD flight projects 
Some of the projects associated with the first three branch 
objectives prc described in this per. There activities include: 
the use of Minimum-State~~~approximations of unsteady 
aerodynamics for obtaining low-order ASE models; an 
evaluation of the Statistical Discrcte Gust MeW3-5and the use 
of Matched Filter Theory6*7 and Random Roccsr Theoy for 
predicting time-cornlated gust loads; the development of a 
multilevel. decomposition methodology8 based on parameter 
sensitivity9 for obtaining an integrated srmcture/connol law 
design capability; and the development of a digid robust acuw 
control law synthesis p n r c e d u n l 0 ~ l 1  using constrained 
OptiUlidOO. Finally. a status report on the Active Flexible 
W i g  CAFW, test pmenunl2J3 is prwided. TO p e  the AFW 
~ J u X . ~  proper prrrpstive. an overview of the enure progmn 
IS prwdcd although someof the tasks arc no( yet canpkecd 
MODELING AND ANALYSIS 
'he classical equations of motion of a flexible aircraft contain 
unsteady generalized aerodynamic forces that an based on the 
assumption that the vehicle is undergoing simple harmonic 
Mach-number and reduced-frequency dependent. Tbe 
availability of efficient linear system algorithms for 
aerosmoelastic analysis and design has provided a strong 
motivation to approximate the unsteady amDdynamic forces as 
rational functions of the Laplace variable. Such rational function 
approximations (RFA) allow the aeroservoclastic equations of 
motion to be mast into a linear time invariant state-space form. 
A disadvantage of using an RFA is that it can significantly 
increase the size of the state vector. This increase in size is 
referred to as the aerodynamic dimension. There i s  of coufsc. 
always a trade-off between how well the rational function 
approximatts the aerodynamic forces and the desire to keep the 
d y n a m i c  dimension small. 
Cumntly. there arc thrce basic formulations used within the 
ASEB in approximating unsteady generalized aerodynamic 
forces using rational funcrionsl. TIICS~ formulations include h e  
Least-Squares (LS). the Modified Mamx-Pade' (MMP). and fhe 
Minimum-State (MS) Methods. Tabk 1 shows the genenl form 
of the a p p m x i m t h  and the aerodynamic dimension associated 
with each method. For the MS Method. the number of 
augmenting states required to represent the unsteady 
aerodynamics is a function only of the number of denominator 
mots in the rational approximation. Recent extensions to these 
approaches include the capability to enforce selected quali ty 
eonsuaints on the RFAs and to optimize the denominator 
coefficients of the rational functions using nonlinear 
motion. These taceJ penerally take the fonn ofmlriccs that m 
proIpamming techniques 
Recent studies2 have shown that by using discretion in the 
selection of the dmominata (lag) coet?icients. choosing various 
equality constraints, and applying physical weighting to the 
various aerodynamic data terms according to their impomnce in 
subsaquenr analyses. the MS Method can provide very accurate. 
low-order aeroserwclastic state-space models. The physical 
weighting procedun produces a measure of importance which 
allows the d y n a m i c  approximation to be improved at some 
reduced frequencies (at the possible expense of others) based 
upon physical properties without actually enforcing qual i ty  
consaainu at the Specified poinu The measure of imparance is 
based upon paitid derivatives of selected open-loop parameters 
with respect to the weighted term at a specified design flight 
condition. For the vibration modes. the weight at each value af 
reduced !iquency is determined by the effective influence on the 
system flutter determinant: for control modes, by the effect on 
system gains: for gust modes. by the effect on the response IC 
continuous gusts; and for hinge moment terms, by the hinge 
moment response to control surface a gust excitations. 
Both the MS and the LS Methods werc used to develop AFW 
aeroservoelauic m0dCl.r. Figure 2 shows a root locus plot that 
compares acroelpsdc calculations using the two different models. 
I 
As can beobsaved the dikrtnca me quite smrll. Forthe MS 
model. only one-mth he number of 
Results using the classical pk fluncr solution technique have 
kenonriuedfnmthefiguntosimplifythecanptrisons. Both 
the MS and the LS models provided accurate solutions as 
canparsd to thisckssical SoluliOlL 
These various lag-selection. constraint. and weighting 
techniques provide an effective. systematic approach to 
generating aerodynamic approximations. Using these 
techniques, the total size of a typical time-domain 
acroservalastic model can be efficiently reduced by fifty 
percent In addition to significant computer time savings for 
control design and analysis tasks. Iowa-size models provide 
mocc +able optimal conad laws and f a c i l i a  near d - t i m e  
si- -
One of the major research Octivities within the ASEB is time- 
comlatcd gust loads methodology development. This activity 
began with a request from the U.S. Federal Aviation 
A d m i n i d o n  for rhe NASA to investigate a claimed "overlap" 
between the Statistical Dismte  Gust (SDG) Method3s4 and the 
Power Specaal Density (PSD) Method14 for computing gust 
loads. This investigatiod led to the development of new time- 
comlatcd gust loads analysis methods that use Matched Filter 
Theory ( M m  and Random Rocess Theory (RpD6.7. This 
section of the paper will discuss the investigation of the SDG- 
PSD overlap and the development of the new methods. 
Statistical Discrete Gust Method 
The objective of the SDG Method is to d c t m n k  analytkally the 
maximum, or worst-case. responses of an airplane to discrete 
gusts representative of armosphaic turbulence. The method is 
based on the assumption that atmospheric turbulence is 
comprised of a family of discrete equi-probable smoothly 
varying nunp-hold gusts whosc maximum magnitudes (Gg) vary 
as  indicated by the dashed envelope in Figure 3. A 
representative selection of gusts within this family an indicated 
by the soli curves 
The SDG Method is carried out in the time domain through the 
calculation of response time histones. In the general 
implementation of the SDG Method, an airplane is subjected to 
all possible combinations of single gusts within the family of 
gusts, including all possible combinations of spacing between 
the gum. But, for an airplane modeled as a linear system, this 
extremely large number of inputs may be reduced to a 
manageable number by taking advantage of superpositiori. The 
overall worst-case response, 7, i s  determined by first 
identifying, in descending order. the largest response puks in 
the response time histones; second. gmuping them as the largest 
single peak, the largest two peaks in combination, the largest 
three peaks in combination. and so fwrh. and findly, applying 
probability factors to the combinations of peaks. 
Power Spectral Density Method 
The fundamental quantity of the PSD Method is the power 
spectral density function, or power spectrum. A power 
spectrum contains statistical information describing a random 
process. including the root-mean-square (RMS) value. The 
random processes in question in the present application arc 
atmospheric turbulence and airplane responses. The input is 
assumed Gaussian. and because the system is assumed linear. 
the OUQUt is also Gaussian. 
The input and output power spccaal density functions arc related 
to each h e r  through the quam of the modulus of the airplane 
frequency response funcoon, as given by the following equation 
. 
is the atmospheric turbulence power spectrum and Hy(io) is the 
airplaneikqwncyrcsponsefuncrion. 
The quantity '4 is the normalized response quantity, defined as 
the m o  of the RMS value of the output to the RMS of the input. 
SDG-PSD Overlap 
Jones394. the developer of the SDG method claims that, under 
c d n  circumstances. the S D G  and PSD Methods produce 
essentially the same numerical results. He refas to this situation 
as the "SDG-PSD Overlap." The quantitative definition of the 
overlap is given by the equation 
7 = 10.4x 
when 7 is the SDG worst-case response as defined previously. 
and A is defined above. 
The approach taken in the NASA investigation5 of the SDG- 
PSD overlap was to perform SDG and PSD analyses for several 
airplanes at different flight conditions and to compare the 
corresponding responses from each method to see if the "10.4 
factor" was obtained. All the analyses were for symmemc 
longitudinal conditions with the vertical component of 
atmospheric turbulence as the disturbance quantity. To maintain 
impartiality and independence d u r i q  the investigation, the 
NASA wrote its own computer codes and chose its own 
configurations. flight conditions, and responses quantities. 
Figure 4 summarizes the SDG and PSD results for a 
representative configuration. a drone vehicle modeled with two 
rigid-body modes and four symmemc flexible modes. Ten 
responses were investigated as indicated in the figure. All ratios 
of 7 /A fall between 8.45 (18.8% below 10.4) and 11.50 
(10.6% above 10.4): The mean value of the ratios is 10.45. 
with a standard deviation of 0.91. These results indicate an 
approximate, rather than an exact, SDG-PSD overlap. 
Time-Correlated Gust Loads Using MFT and RFT 
During the course of the investigation of the SDG-PSD overlap 
it was recognized that M W  could also be used to determine 
worst-case responses and time-cornelated gust loads. It was 
funher proven that the time-correlated gust loads computed by 
M m  arc theoretically identical to auto- and cross-correlation 
functions of RFT. Thus. auto- and cross-correlation functions 
of RFT may be interpreted as timecomlated gust loads. 
Figure 5 contains a signal flow diagram of the steps necessary to 
generate a maximum dynamic response at some point in the 
aircraft structure using MFT. In the top half, a gust pre-filter is 
excited by an impulse of unit smngrh to geneme an intamediate 
gust impulse response which, in turn. is the excitation to the 
aircraft. Also shown in the top half of the figure are s e v e d  
O U Q U t  load responses-to the impulse. one of which, y. is chosen 
for the maximization process. Response y is then normalized by 
its RMS value, n v m e d  in time (analogous to convolution) and 
used as input to the system as shown in the bottom half of the 
figure. This normalized and reversed signal is refemd to as the 
matched excitation waveform. Intermediate and final outputs 
due to the matched excitation waveform arc the critical gust 
profile and the time correlated responses, including the 
mYrimum.respwe of the system. 
Figure 6 contains comparisons of time-correlated gust loads 
(wing root bending and torsion moments) computed by MFT 
and RPT. Except for some slight differences in the peaks and 
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MFT rad RPT Relative to Wlscd Design Lords 
During the course of the development of the MFT and RPT 
rpprorchcs, it was recognized that there was a relatiomhip7 
between time-carrlooed gust loldscanputed by Wand RPT 
and Phased Design Load Analysis (PDLA). a p rocedm 
camronly use in the auoJpace industry. The dat imship is as 
follows: Time histones of two time-comlated gust load -.- using either MFT or RPT. CUI be plotted 
u puameuic functions of time and the resulting plot, when 
superimposed upon the PDLA design ellipse concJponding to 
the two loads. is tangent to the ellipse. The point of tangency 
comfponds to the design value of one load and the "phased" 
value of the other load. Figure 7 illusaates this relotionship. 
Figure 7 contains normalized wing-root-bending-mnt and 
wing-root-torsion-moment responses due to an excitation 
mrtched to roo( torsion. The parametric curve is seen to be 
tangent to the ellipse in the low-right-hand coma. 
Thc question is raised of whether or not it is possible for a 
parametric load plot to extend outside the associated design 
ellipse. If it is possible, the use of equi-probable loads design 
ellipses is not a conservative design practice in some 
circumstances. 
CONTROL LAW SYNTHESIS 
An integrated multidisciplinary aircraft design methodology 
currently under development within the ASEB is based on 
hierarchical problem decompositions. multilevel optimization 
methods. and design sensitivity analyses8- This mcthoQlogy 
depcnds 011 the decomposition of the design problem into vehicle 
performance requirements and separate d y n a m i c ,  strucm. 
control, and/or propulsion subsystem requirements. The' 
WbSySrCm designs arc obtained indcpcndently WbpCt to a 3ct Of 
Axed design integration parameters. using existing design 
methods and tools. An iterative optimization method is used to 
satisfy the integrated vehicle design requirements through 
modification of the design integration parameters and repeated 
subsystrm designs. Subsystem design sensitivity data relative 
to the design integration parameters are used as the gradient 
informstion for the optimization procedure. The method is 
illusoatcd schematically in Figure 8. 
Onc application of the h w h a l  hegated design mahodology 
is to the design of aircrah control laws and sauctwc. including 
the effects of unsteady d y n a m i c  forces due to sauctural and 
c o n v ~ l  surface motions. This application requires the use of 
aircraft dynamic nsponse design requirements and a control law 
design method which reflects the actual feedback signals of the 
aircraft. Both of these requirements necessitated development 
and validation of appropriate design sensitivity expressions. 
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control law methods 
w m  selected for the control law design. Aircraft dynamic 
response criteria considered include time responses to control 
surface motions and discrete aerodynamic gum. stochastic 
responses to random gust environments. closed-loop system 
eigenvalues. and open- and closcd-loop fnquency responses. 
The sensitivity developments have recently been comple t ed~~ .  
Results of the application of the approach to an acro~crvoclaStic 
aircraft example are summarized in Reference 9. A typical 
sensitivity expression validation result from Ref:reme 9 is 
shown in Figure 9. This figure shows the percentage error in 
predicting changes in mcan square aircraft pitch rate response 
due to random gusts using the sensitivity results for parametric 
variations in the wing bending frequency (stiffness). The 
sensitivity result used for this figure includes the effects of the 
change in the LQG conml law design due to the changes in tiie 
airuaft wing knding frequency. This type of sensitivity result 
is used in the hirrarchal integrated design method as gradient 
infonuation to determine values for the design integration 
parameter. which in this case would be the wing bending 
frequency. In the h i e m h a l  design method. the wing bending 
6requency puurrm would be selected to improve the pitch nte 
response of the arcraft due to the gust environment. The 
parameter would influence both the structural and control law 
designs msdtin in improved dynamic response characteristics 
of the aircnft kc rrsulo in the figure show that the analytical 
sensitivity devebpmcms of Reference 15 provide good estimates 
of the response changer f a  relatively large variaaons in the 
desi@ integmth parpmeta. 
To adtqmtely teprcsmt the aaoelastic response characteristics 
of a flexible flight vehicle the small perturbation dynamic 
equations of motion need to include the important rigid. flexible 
and control surface modes. When these equations arc 
m n s f d  into state-space form for control design tasks or for 
simulation. rational function approximations of the unsteady 
aerodynamics are required resulting in a largeorder design 
model. A control law design for such a system is expected to 
satisfy multiple conflicting design requirements on the dynamic 
loads, RMS responses. control-surface deflection and rate 
limitations. as well as maintain certain guaranteed stability 
margins based on the system singular values. Optimal control 
theory is a procedure for obtaining robust control laws for the 
linear sysmn Because the resulting conad law is usually of the 
same order or higher than the design model. it becomes difficult 
to implement the control law for practical application. One 
approach10 for obtaining a loworder, robust multi-inputlmulti- 
output (MIMO) digital control law design for application to 
flexible vehicles is k i n g  developed within the ASEB. 
This design procedure minimizes an LQG-type cost function 
while satisfying a set of consuaints on design loads. responses 
and stability margins. Analytical expressions for the gmdients 
of the cost function and the constraints with respect to the 
conml law design variables arc used to facilitate npid numerical 
convergemx. This step in the design process provides the full- 
order LQG analog control law. To obtain the more practical. 
low-order system various reduction and optimization techniques 
arc applied prior to the discretization process. When the control 
law is discretized. the stability robustness generally deteriorates 
requiring further optimization using constraints on both the 
mponses and on the minimum singular values. 
To demonstrate the application of the synthesis procedure1 a 
MIMO discrete feedback control system was designed for the 
gust lord alleviation (GLA) problem of a remotely-piloted drone 
aircraft (Figure IO) being excited by a random venical gust 
(Dryden Spectrum). The oal of the application is to design a 
loworder. robust digital &A control law to reduce the open 
loop RMS bending moment and shear force at the wing toot by 
50% without increasing the outboard torsion and bending 
moment or exceeding control-surface deflection and rate 
constraints. The conml system used compensated Sensors from 
the fuselage and wing to command symmemc elevator and 
ailcron deflections. 
Figure 1 I shows a comparison of RMS responses and control 
surface deflections for the open loop system and for a sequence 
of second-order GLA control laws. The RMS values of wing 
nxx bending moment (WRBM) , wing toot shcar (WRS). wing 
outboard bending moment (WOBM) and wing outboard torsion 
moment (WOTM) arc normalized to their open loop values and 
control-surface deflections and rates are normalized to their 
maximum allowable values. Control law-1 is obtained by 
digitization of a condnuous amad law obtained via reduction of 
a full-oder LQG design. This control law docs not satisfy any 
of the design requirements. After an unconsnained optimization 
control l a w 4  is obtained which satisfies all the RMS response 
requirements except that on the WOBM. An optimization 
sequence using RMS load constraints provides control law-I11 
which satisfies all the constraints except stability margin. When 
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singular Ape comamints PR used in the op-on process 
(rearltiag in CUI"! Ip~y-lV) stability margins PR improved, but 
at the CO!Uofa zllght mcrcasc in the RMS responses. The 
a p p l i i o n  of conaol law-IV srdsfies all the design l o d  
reqpirrmnqmdcondsurfacedctlectMn atMiratecorUcrainta 
WtnlepwidUyPcccpcablestability~ 
APPLICATION - 
To extend the state-of-the-art in active conaols into more 
chdenging ud rewarcling anas of application rhe NASA LaRC 
is warning cooprative active con& system investigations12 
using the AFW aaoclastic wind-tunnel model with Rockwell 
InmnlltiauL ?be objective of these investigations is to obuin 
experimcnul data for validating analysis. design and test 
tnethodologks associated with multifurccrion digital syst- 
q u i d  to control yd use. in a favorable way. the acmdamc 
rrsponsec- CJOfflCXibkaircnft 
AFW Wind Tunnel Model 
Figure 12 shows a picture of the AFW wind tunnel model 
mounted in the NASA Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). llis 
modcl is an seralastically scaled. full-span reprrsentation of an 
advanced tailless fighter configuration. It has two leading-cdge 
and two olliling-cdge control surfaces on each wing panel driven 
by seven vanc-type rotary actuators (Figure 13) powered by an 
onboard hydraulic system. The model will be mounted along 
the test section centerline by a sting mount that utilizes an 
internal ball bearing anangement and a roll degrre-of-freedom 
brake to allow the model to either roll about the sting axis or to 
bc held fixed. In addition, an actuator located at the model 
center-of-gravity is available for remotely positioning the angle- 
of-attack. 
To demonsmte flutter suppression. ballast has been installed on 
the tip of cach wing to cnafc low speed flutter instabilities within 
the operating envelop of the TDT. Besides causing flutter. the 
tip ballast store was designed such that it can be used as a flutter 
stopper for model safety. The store (Figure 14) is attached to 
the wing by a pivot mechanism somewhat related to the 
decoupler pylon concept16 conceived and evaluated by the 
NASA. The pivot mechanism uses a pitch brake such that when 
the brake is on for flutter testing the attachment between thc 
wing and the ballast is essentially rigid; when the pitch brake is 
off (either manually or automatically). a spring element internal 
to the s ton  provides a morc flexible pitch stiffness thacby 
altering the structural dynamics of the model to increase the 
flutter spccd. 
Flutter Suppression System 
The design goal for the digital flutter suppression system (FSS) 
is to increase the flutter dynamic pressure by a factor of two. 
Because two flutter modes (symmetric and antisymmetric) fall 
within this goal. the FSS designs must be capable of 
suppressing both modes simultaneously. Four control law 
design approaches am being investigated. These approaches 
include: 1) a LQG method using order-reduction and 
optimization techniques with inequality consaainul3: 2)  a direct 
digital. gain-scheduled method based on LQG techniques; 3) a 
procedure that uses modal velocities of the critical flutter modes 
based on a blending of available accelenmeter signals; and 4) an 
eigensystem assignment technique17 that employs a forward 
path compensator and a feedback mauix. 
A candidate FSS using the leading edge and trailing edge 
outboard conml surfaces with the two collocated acceleromctas 
is shown in Figure IS. The digital controller was designed 
using the LQG method. The FSS was shown to provide a large 
increase in flutter dynamic pressure with respectable stability 
margins without gain scheduling. 
Rolling Maneuver Load Alleviation System 
The AFW approach for roll control is to twist the flexible-wing 
structure into an optimumshape by actively deflecting multiple 
leading and trailing edge control surfaces on each wing panel. 
The design goal for the rolling maneuver load alleviation 
(RMLA) system is to reduce wing loads at multiple points by 20 
pacent with direct load feedback (strain-gage signals) while 
maintaining a fixed mil rate. 
. 
Digital Controller 
One of the primary objectives of the AFW Rogram is to gain 
pracdcal experience in designing. assembling, and implementing 
a real-time MIMO digitat controller and in developing the 
hadwan  interface associated with the controller. The hardware 
layout for the interface nrk and rhe digital conadler is shown in 
Figure 16. The interface rack conrains the circuitry for 
procasing the signals coming from or going to the wind-tunnel 
model. The circuitry includes low-pass filters. antialiasing 
filten. and e l a x r i d  isolation ncrwarks. 
The digital conmller consists of a Sun 3/160 Workstation with 
sevcral special purpose proccsson linked to the workstation via 
a bus. These processors include a digital signal processor 
(DSP). an ~y processor. and data translation boards. The 
data aanslaaon boards provide the analog-tedigital ( A D )  and 
digital-to-analog @/A) conversions r e q u i d  between the model 
and the controller. The DSP provides the management of all 
signal p c s s i n g  and the scheduling of the conool laws. As 
bus master, the DSP sends the digital conml commands for the 
actuators to the D/A. sends commands to the array processor to 
implement the desired FSS, mll aim. and RMLA conml laws, 
and adds digitized model excitations or bias commands to adjust 
camber. The m a y  processor provides the high-speed floating- 
poiet ariduactic computations f a  the conad hws. 
Hot-Bench Simulation 
To test the functionality of the total system the digital conooller 
will be coupled to a Hot-Bench Simulation (HBS) (Figure 17) of 
the model/wind-tunnel system. The Advanced Real-Time 
Simulation (ARTS) System at the LaRC will be used during this 
program. The ARTS UKS CYBER 175 computers connected to 
the simulation site by means of a 50-megabit-per-second fiber 
optic digital data network called the Computer Automated 
Measurement and Control (CAMAC). The CAMAC interface 
converts CYBER 175 digital signals to analog signals to 
represent the AFW model. These signals arc then passed to rhe 
AFW controlla through the analog NASA/Rockwell interface 
rack. The CAMAC also converts analog signals coming from 
the AFW conmller/nterface box to digital signals to be sent to 
the CYBER 175. 
The HBS is being used to evaluate the operational characteristics 
of the flutter stopper. asymmemc effects on control law 
performance. controller functionality as integrated into the total 
model. and any nonlinuv problems that might be idmt i f id  
Test  in g 
Ground tern will be conducted to obtain data for validating the 
math models at zcrp-airsped and to verify the d e l ' s  structunl 
integrity. Ground-vibration tests arc being conducted to 
measure the vibration frequency. mode shape. and damping for 
each of the imponant symmcmc and anasymmemc modes. in 
addition. transfer functions arc being measured for all conml 
surface actuators using several different amplitude signals to 
evaluate the nonlinear effects and for certain control 
surfadsensor combinations. 
The goals of the first wind-tunnel entry scheduled for August 
1989 am to masure control surface stability derivatives. define 
the passive flutter boundaries of the model. and demonstrate the 
RMLA system and the FSS. separately. The goal of the second 
test enay scheduled one year later is to investigate multifunction 
digital conaol law design capability by demonstrating FSS and 
RMLA. simultaneously. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The Aerornvoclasticity Branch at the NASA Langley Research 
Center is actively involved in advancing the state-of-the-art in 
predicting and preventing aaoclastic phenomena and adverse 
ASE interactions on existing and future configurationr Not to 
long ago "ASE inuractions" me considered to be dcmmcntal to 
the aircraft's stability and control. ASE has now entered the 
lime light as a viable design consideration for meeting the 
multimission nqu~remcnts being imposed on future designs. A 
major thrust within the Acroservoclasticity B m c h  is to enhance 
and validate modeling. analysis and design methodologies so 
that aeroservoclasticity can play an increasing and ever 
demanding role in the design of flight vehicles to assure 
performance goals while satisfying minimum weight 
rrquirrmenu. 
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